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DCS Nos. 50317841002 50317841024 50317840923 50318841003

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

___ - Region I _ --

Docket / Report: 50-317/84-25 License: DPR-53
50-318/84-25 DPR-69

'

' Licensee: Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

Facility : Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2

Inspection At: Lusby, Maryland

Dates: September - Novembe 5 1984

/N /@Inspectors- m
T. F61ey, Senidf Res40ent Inspector cfatd

.

b . V W ebb I2 /CJ64
D. C. Trimble, Resident Inspector date

Approved: MV # 4 ~'

T.C.EQasye(, Chief, Reactor date
Projects Section 3C

Summary:
September 25-November 5, 1984: Inspection Report 50-317/84-25, 50-318/84-25.

Areas Inspected: Routine resident inspection (205 hours) of the overall operation
of the facility including licensee action on previous inspector findings, plant
operation, significant events occurring onsite, physical security, maintenance,
surveillance, Generic Letter 83-28 and radiological controls.

Results: Although no violations were identified, one unresolved item regarding
changes pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 has been a recurring item that warrants additional
management attention (paragraph 4d).
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< - = DETAILS-^

11.1 : Persons Contacted
.

' ytthin this, report period, interviews and discussions were conducted with
~

~

.

various-licensee personnel,< including. reactor. operators, maintenance'and-
surveillance ~ technicians and the licensee's management staff.-

2. Summary of Facility Activities

_ ;At the'beginning of the report period both units were operating at 1000 power.
Unit;2 was experiencing problems with the automatic control of No.' 21 Steam.

Generator feed pump'(erratic control oil parameters).

' 10n10ctober 2 numerous. jellyfish began accumulating on the facility's intake
structure traveling screens. Because of the excessive-differential pressure
across_the traveling screens.and the resultant low suction head on the:cir--

sculating water pumps and vacuum considerations on the main condenser, Unit
1 was manually tripped. Extensive coordination of various maintenance and
operations groups worked to maintain Unit 2 traveling screens clear and sub-
:sequently avert a' reactor trip on Unit 2.: Both units had reduced power at
the time before the Unit 1-trip.

'

On October 3,1984, during the recovery from the trip, operator error and'

spurious automatic auxiliary feed pump actuation resulted in a potentially,

serious reactor coolant system over cooling (Section 5).

On October 3, Unit 2 incurred a loss of Steam Generator No. 22 Main Feed pump
and the reactor automatically-tripped _ due to _ a low-Steam Generator water
level. A series of events.took place during the.startup from this trip which

' included: a stuck open main steam safety-valve, a dropped rod (twice) am

failed turbine bypass valve, inadvertant isolation of one atmospheric steam
.

dump valve and operator error (Section 5). The sequence of events which
occurred during the above two restarts demonstrate how equipment malfunction
and operator error can combine to reuslt in potentially serious consequences.

On' October 3 and 4, Units I and 2 returned to power' operations,.respectively,
and have remained at power throughout the rest-of the period.

In general the operation of the facility remains good with no major NRC con-
_cerns outstanding. Housekeeping throughout the facility'is very good. All
departments appear to be well managed with good supervisory control. Morale
remains'high. Improvement in attention to detail has been observed in the
radiological control area. Postings and radiological boundaries appear to
be set in place properly and independent measurements by the inspector have
confirmed conservatism in the setting of the controlled boundaries.

During this period the licensee rearranged numerous fuel elements in the spent
fuel pool in order to provide room for a shipping cask which the licensee will
be receiving. This cask is loaded with test pins previously sent to Battelle
Institute for research.
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Unresolved-NRC concerns discussed in this report are-(1) a temporary modifi--
cation, t.e.,-(jumper) installed without determining whether a 10 CFR 50.59
review was~ required, and (2) a licensee identified violation for inappropriate
controls on verifying correct performance of components returned to service.

: Corrective action has not been completed for the second item.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(0 pen) Violations (317/83-15-02; 317/83-22-01, 318/83-22-01) Simultaneous
Isolation.of Saltwater to Both Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room
Air Coolers and Operation of.Both Units for Greater than the Time Allowed By
Technical Specifications with Diesel Generator #12 Inoperable. A notice of
violation for each of these events was issued on November 4, 1983. The in -
spector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions to ensure they were con-
sistent with commitments described in licensee letters dated September 16,
1983 and December 2, 1983. .No deviations from those commitments were iden-,

tified. 'All actions have been completed except submittal / processing of cer-
tain Technical Specification (TS) change requests and Q-List changes. These
changes were based on a licensee review to assure TS's adequately preserve
the accident analyses assumptions. Additionally, the licensee upgraded Cal-
vert Cliffs Instruction CCI 1170, " Temporary Mechanical Device, Electrical
Jumper and Lifted Wire Control", dated May 24, 1984, to assure tempc ary
modifications receive adequate safety reviews. Section 4d of Inspection Re-
port 50-317/84-23, 50-318/84-23, however, describes deficiencies that still
exist in CCI 117 in meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. Resolution of
these deficiencies is being administratively tracked by the NRC as Inspector
Follow Item 317/84-23-01. With the exception of the CCI 117 issue (to be
tracked separately), licensee corrective actions appear to be adequate. The
subject violations will remain open pending final submittal of the above noted

~

TS changes and completion of Q-list revisions.

4. Review of Plant Operations

a. Daily Inspection

During routine facility tours, the following were cilecked: manning,
access control, adherence to procedures and LCO's, instrumentation, re-
corder traces, protective systems, control rod positions, Containment
temperature and pressure, control room annunciators, radiation monitors,
radiation monitoring, emergency power source operability, control room
logs, shift supervisor logs, tagout logs, and operating orders.

No violations were identified.

.
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b. System Alignment Inspection-

Operating confirmation was made of selected piping' system trains. Ac-
cessible valve positions and status were examined. . Power supply and
breaker alignment was checked. Visual inspections of major components -
were performed. Operability of instruments essential to system perfor-
.mance_was assessed. The following systems were checked:-

Unit 1 Emergency Core Cooling System checked on September 28, 1984.-.

Unit 1 and 2 Atmospheric Steam Dump System checked on October 25,--

1984.

Unit 2 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System checked on No---~

vember 11, 1984.

No violations were identified.

c. Biweekly and Other Inspections

During plant tours, the inspector observed shift turnovers; compared
boric acid tank samples and tank levels to the Technical Specifications;
and reviewed the use of radiation work permits and Health Physics pro-
cedures. Area radiation and air monitor use and operational status was
reviewed. Plant housekeeping and cleanliness were evaluated. Verifi-
cation of tagouts indicated the action was properly conducted.

During the period from September 23 to September 28, 1984, the Calvert
Cliffs Unit 1 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) was examined to de-
tennine its capability to perform its intended function. The folicwing_
was performed:

An independent valve line-up with Operating Instruction (0I)-3,--

" Safety Injection, Shutdown Cooling, and Containment Spray - Unit
1", Revision 31, dated August 16, 1984.

'* '

An inspection of Control. Room indications and controls applicable--

to the system.

A review of outstanding maintenance requests assigned to the system,--

and

An audit of compliance with Technical Specification (TS) surveil---

lance requirements.

During the check of the valve line-up, ECCS areas, components, and sup-
porting equipment were inspected for housekeeping and general condition
of the external appearance of equipment. The plant areas which were
inspected were:
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Five foot elevation East and West Penetr nion Rooms.--

ECCS Pump Rooms and five foot elevation.---

Twenty-seven foot elevation East and West Penetration Rooms.--

Refueling Water Tank (RWT) Room.--

Inaccessible portions of the ECCS located inside Containment are period-
ically examined by the inspectors when accompanying the licensee inside~
the Containment at power for surveillance puraoses. The valve line-up
for the ECCS appears to be appropriate when ()mpared to system drawings,
and in conformance with OI-3. Valves that we e locked closed were re-
viewed for compliance with the licensee's polity as stated in CCI-309A,
" Locked Valves", September 6, 1984.

The plant areas where ECCS equipment is located are in good condition
especially with regard to general housekeeping. Equipment and equipment
supports appeared to be in good condition. One item that was questioned
involved the quantities of boric acid crystals which appeared on pumps,
valves, and flanges. Although not present in excessive quantities, the
presence of this material made it difficult to determine whether the
equipment was currently leaking or had been repaired. The licensee was
informed of this item.

The Unit 1 ECCS is principally controlled from control boards 1C08 and
1C09 located in the Control Room. The location of various controls and
ala rrs were checked against locations provided in Operating Manual 0M-74.
It was found that a number of alarms that were identified as being on
IC0r, were actually on IC08, and vice versa. In one case, HPSI Pump No.
12, the Alarm Manual gave an incorrect alarm location. These items were
referred to the licensee for corrective action. The equipment status
indicated in the Control Room was compared with observations in the
plant with generally good results. One exception involved the HPSI
throttle valves which were observed to be closed at the valve locations
and appeared to '.m approximately 4% open on the control board indicators.
The licensee indicated that they would prepare a Maintenance Request to
correct this situation. The inspector noted that controls on the control
panels 1C08 and IC09 appeared tightly packed making the flow mimic dif-
ficult to follow. Several gauges are located high making them difficult
to read without significant parallax. In addition, gauges reading the
same parameter were not able to be viewed from the same location which
made comparison difficult. In one case, two gauges indicating Refueling
Water Tank (RWT) level had different measurement units (level in feet
and pressure measured in inches of water) which required a conversion
factor for comparison. Overall, however, the IC08 and IC09 appear to
provide adequate information regarding ECCS process variables, alarm
conditions, and the necessary controls to operate the system.
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Outstanding electrical and mechanical Maintenance Requests (MRs)'were
reviewed to determine promptness in closing out these MRs and to deter--
mine predominant. types of MRs. The itsts of outstanding MRs were gen-
erated by the licensee's computerized tracking system.

A review of the licensee's list of all outstanding MRs for the Unit 1
.ECCS (System 52) showed a total of 15 items, the' longest outstanding
item was initiated on September 27, 1983. No predominant type of elec-
trical-maintenance problem appear to exist. However, the list of ou-
tstanding mechanical MRs was somewhat more extensive with a total of 19
items for System 52. The longest outstanding MR was initiated in Decem-
ber, 1981. Component leakage appears'to be_ a significant item among
the outstanding MRs. This is consistent.with the quantity of boric acid
crystals observed on System 52 components.

The major TS surveillance requirements for the ECCS is contained in TS
4.5.2. Conformance to these requirements was determined by reviewing
the plant procedures against TS 4.5.2. An audit of the related proce--
dures was. undertaken to determine if they are being implemented at the
frequencies required by TS 4.5.2. As a result of the above inspection,
it was determined that: (1) the applicable TS related procedures meet
the requirements of the corresponding sections of TS 4.5.2 and (2) the
frequency of performance for these procedures assure compliance with
TS 4.5.2.

On September 28, 1984 the inspector met with licensee representatives
and discussed inconsistencies noted on the plant drawings, on the locked
valve list and the other concerns noted in this report. The licensee
stated each item discussed would be corrected. All inspector concerns
were adequately addressed at this meeting.

,

No violations were identified.

d. Other Checks

On October 22, 1984, the inspector noted that a 2-1/2" " fire hose" was
connected from valve 0-C0-278 the No. 12 Condensate Water Storage Tank
(CST) to 0-DW-411 outlet of the Demineralized Water Storage Tank. Inves-
tigation determined that this was done because chemistry sampling of the
"Demin Water Tank" indicated 200 parts per billion (PPB) sodium ion con-
centration. The maximum limit is 10 PPB sodium ion. The Demin Water

'-.
Tank is piped directly to the suction of the Units 1 and 2 Reactor Cool-
ant make up pumps. Since the demineralized water was not suitable for
use in the reactor coolant system the licensee connected a jumper from
the No.12 CST to the suction of the RC make up pumps / outlet of Demin
Water Tank. Other condensate water storage tanks were also out of
specification. The No.12 condensate water storage tank is described
in Section 10.3 of the Calvert Cliffs Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
as being the designated source of water for the safety related Auxiliary
Feedwater System.

1
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The inspector discussed this jumper with the Plant Superintendent andE

determined that 10 CFR 50.59 requirements _were not considered prior to
the installation of the jumper, however, the requirements of Calvert
Cliffs; Instruction (CCI)' 117 " Temporary Mechanical / Electrical Lifted Wire

.

JumperControl" were:followed which. require a technical review by an NRC
licensed operator and subsequent review by the. Plant Operations and
Safety Review Committee. The inspector ascertained.that a Senior Reactor-
Operator-~did review.the jumper (SN-1-84-41) prior to installation and-
that the' jumper was reviewed at POSRC meeting 84-125 on October 24, 1984.
The jumper was removed by October 26.

~ 1'O CFR 50.59 requires that, prior to implementing a change to a = system-
described in the FSAR, the reason why the change is not considered as
an unreviewed. safety question must be documented.

Although the change i.e.,(jumper installation) was reviewed by POSRC,
the basis / reason for the change not constituting an unreviewed safety
question;was not documented. This issue regarding control of temporary
changes to the facility and 10 CFR 50.59 requirements was discussed in
Inspection. Report 84-18 in which a violation was issued. The licensee
has contested this violation and the issue is currently under reconsi-
deration. This matter is unresolved pending the outcome of the violation
and the SALP meeting discussions (317/84-25-01).'

5. Events Requiring Prompt Notification

'The circumstances surrounding the following events requiring prompt NRC noti-
fication pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 were reviewed. For those events resulting
in a plant trip, the inspectors reviewed plant parameters, chart recorders,
logs, computer printouts and discussed the event with cognizant licensee per-
sonnel to ascertain that the cause of the event had beensthoroughly'investi-
gated; identified, reviewed, corrected and reported as required.-

On October 2, 1984 at 4:07 p.m. an abundance of jellyfish accumulated--

on the intake structure traveling screens causing the shear pins to
break due to excessive dif.ferential pressures on the screens and the
weight of the jellyfish. The licensee secured the circulating water'
pumps and manually tripped the Ur.it 1 reactor to avoid potentially dam-
aging the screens and the circulating' water pumps on over current. Ex-
tensive effort and coordination in rotating screens and cit culating water
pumps while reducing power a'verted a reactor trip on Unit'2. Appropriate
notifications were made. The resident inspector witnessed these events
in the Control Room as they occurred. Unit I was returned to power
operation on October 3, 1984.

During the recovery from the trip, a potentially serious RCS over cooling
occurred. One charging pump failed ta start and another was tagged out
of service leaving only one pump in service. This, in conjunction with
(1) a spurious start of the #13 Auxi'iary Feedwater (AFW) pump, (2) AFW
Control Valve setpoints being set at higher than optimum values, and

'
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(N bperai(or: error by.over feeding the steamigenerators{while controllingh- ws
f% - 1 ' main ^feedwater (MFW) flow caused the Reactor. Coolant System (RCS) . pres-

7 s
: c - ?surelto. drop'to-1775' psi..? Safety injection would have; occurred'at 1740.

.
_

,

s(psi, iPressurizerslevel decreased to 30iinches-during the transient'-F- >

7s_

' pressurizer empties:at' about 18 inches). ; Motor.-driven AFW pump .#13- ' -
.

; receives a: start signal when steam generatorx(SG) level (s)_ decrease to
-170 inches by wide range (WR)-indication. At power there is.an offset<w<

'between\the narrow. range'and WR' indications (apparently due to a, feed-.

P Lwater flow; induced phenomenon). This offset results in the WR indicating, .
.about 50~ inches below narrow' range. . Frequently following reactor trips
SG.. level momentarily drops.to -170 inches by WR indication and,' due-to-'

'

'the offset, causes premature starts of.#13 pump. Premature-pump starting
. has previously been. reviewed by the licensee; and found,not to be .a safety,

analysis. problem. However, in combination with the other problems noted-
it did contribute to.the RCS ove'r cooling.

4
'

:The licensee plans to conduct further tests to determine setpoints of..
~

~

' ~

the AFW control valves to provide optimum AFW flow. The~AFW flows that-,

actually occurred during the trip were within the bounds specified in-
| .the| safety analysis.

The principle contributor to the event was operator error in-overfeeding
-the SG's. The Reactor Trip Emergency Operating Procedure E0P-1 will:ben

t - revised to prohibit resetting the MFW bypass valves _ (thereby limitingf'

them to 5% flow) Unit I normal SG 1evel is obtained. Licensee actions--
xto modify the AFW flow setpoints, revise the E0P,- and conduct operator-
training on the event will be followed by the NRC'(IFI 317/84-25-02).-

,

--' With Unit 2 at 92% power at 7:48 p.m. on October 3, 1984, Unit 2 tripped ~
~

.

on low' steam. generator (SG) level-due to the loss of the #22 Main Feed -
~

water pump (MFWP). -The exact cause of the MFWP trip could not be.iden-
tified.but was believed to originate in the automatic speed control-cir-

~

cuitry which controls the speed of both MFWP's. It was postulated thato
E a fault in _ this circuitry erroneously caused both pumps to increase ;

i speed and therefore discharge pressure. -The #22 pump responded fasteri

|,
to the speed change signal (due to a. leaky diaphragm on the hand speed

- changer on #21) and tripped on high' discharge pressure. No additional
f problems were experienced during the plant trip. The licensee restarted

the unit on October 4 with both MFWP's in manual control. (Both MFWP's-e

i! remained in manual control throughout'the remainder of the inspection
!| period while troubleshooting the automatic speed circuitry.) During the
| plant startup Control Element Assembly (CEA) #5 dropped twice. (Controlt

'

timing and voltage adjustments and CEA exercising ultimately corrected'

this problem.) Proper operator action was taken for both CEA drop events.

Additionally, during plant startup and low power operation, one of the
-

~ four turbine bypass valves did not open on a demand signal. The General
Supervisor of Operations later stated that, although not specified in
procedures, Operations personnel at this point should have (but did not)*

'

manually isolated this bypass valve. The next bypass valve in the con-

L
L
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trol; sequence-then began to opencas designed.. The' stuck valve;then
) popped;open causing a reduction'in' Reactor Coolant System temperature.
JAt__.this point 11nicore _ life =and at low; operating temperature conditions

,
; moderator temperature coefficient.is positive.

~

Apparently,_theLoperator began. withdrawing' CEA's to raiseireactor'_ power
:to match the increased steam demand. Simultaneously, a second-operator
. isolated.the malfunctioning bypass valve locally causing a rapid reduc-
tiontin' steam-demand. ' Steam generator temperatures and. pressures in--
cre'ased rapidly. _ Because both steam generator atmospheric dump' valves

-were out'of service'(#21 was under going maintenance and_ actuating air
~

. to the second.(#22)1had.been: improperly: isolated due to technician
error), one steam generator' code- safety val.e ' opened and stuck in a

~

partially opened. position. The safety valve was shut by-applying-slight
' pressure with a. gagging device. Later on.0ctober 3, the safety. valve

- was manually opened four times, and it properly reseated after each
opening.-The vendor. told-the-licensee that such testing ~ demonstrated
val'e operability.v

--The cause of' failure of the bypass valve could not be found. .After cyc-
ling', the valve'_ appeared to. work properly. The isolated atmospheric dump

"

valve was returned to-operation. Unit 2 plant startup was then continued.

With regard to the isolation atmospheric dump valves,- the #21 valve had
an air leak at a. positioner gasket. One of the two technicians perform .,

ing the corrective maintenance / troubleshooting on_ October 3, isolated
-the actuating air supply to the positioner for the #21 valve and mis--
-takenly isolated air to the #22 valve. The air isolation valves that'.. ,

; were closed are in close proximity to one another and both are located'-
near the #21 valve. The tschnician assumed, without reading the air

,
valve identification tags, that one air. valve supplied " quick-open" air-

and the other normal control air to atmospheric dump valve #21. The air
isolation valves were clearly marked as to their function by metal iden-
tification tags. Neither the second ~ technician nor an accompanying QC
inspector verified proper air valve closure. The maintenance was being.
accomplished under Maintenance Request (MR) 84-6229. Due to a delay in.
obtaining safety-related replacem~ent parts, both atmospheric dumps re-,

mained isolated and were in that-~ condition on October 4 during the at -
tempted plant startup. The inspector noted that the licensee has no

.
procedural mechanisms which ensure, in all cases of Instrument and Con-
trol -(I&C). corrective maintenance, that equipment is verified properly.
returned to service (either by double verification or by functional test)
or that equipment 'is properly removed from service. These before and
after maintenance checks are accomplished when systems or components are
safety tagged out of service (Calvert Cliffs Instruction CCI 112E dated
April 5, 1984).

In a number of cases, I&C personnel do not use safety tags due to a need
to troubleshoot with equipment energized or due to a need to repeatedly
cycle air isolation valves. Similarly, return to service verifications

i,
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=are?mide wh'enf aL Functional Test Procedure -(FTI or.FTE) is used in1thei
~

'

corrective maintenance; activity. 'Thistoccurstiniaboutitwo thirds of;thei o

(However, in. practice,DtheLsecond check sometimes.may not'be ac ;cases. :,
,

complished until.twojorithree' days after Lthe equipment has been returned.
to: service.)1'The.MR procedure (CCI-200H dated September? 13,)1984):does?^

~ ,~. f not" clearly require post maintenance. operational. checks.-

-

- 1TMIIAct1onlPlan|(TAP)11 tem *I.C.6.(NUREG 0737)idescribes the NRC' position.
~

Jon verifying.the correct performance of. operating activities;and it?'

states 'that a'second verification'is ;needed .to verify correct implemen-,

* Ltation Lof equipment control measures -such as tagging. '. For return to -'

,
",

cservice, i'. states a second verification or a functional! test must be:~

m ' ; performed. .TAPEI.C.6 endorses ANS 3.2, " Administrative Controls and.
~ Equality Assurancetfor the Operational Phasefof, Nuclear Power Plants".,

'

~s
~

TheS11censee'.s QA Manual, dated March 18,~1984,. states that it meets
. Regulatory Guide 1.33 (QA. Program Requirements) which endorses ANS 3.2 -

-

4(February 19,1986). - .Sectiort 5.2.6 of ANS,3.2 (1976),." Equipment Con-.

' trol", states that procedures shall require independent verification,
.where appropria.te, to er sure W. hat necessary measur'es such as : tagging-

'
'

. . equipment,-have been implemented correctly. It further states:that-when-

. . equipment is~ returned toiservice it's functional acceptability shall be
verified.

?The. inspector. discussed these apparent inadequacies in controls'with the
p ' Plant Superintendent. The licensee is evaluating various corrective. ,

actions. ]
The improper isolation of atmospheric dump valve #22 was identified by; {

- :the licensee. A citation will not be issued provided the criteria of-
%a ~

10'CFR 2, Appendix-C Section V.(A)-are met.~ In particular, adequate-'~

corrective -action must be taken in' a- reasorable time. This item is
" - unresolved pending licensee. implementation of' corrective actions and NRC

^

evaluation of-the adsquacy.of those' actions (317/84-25-03);,

.m m'
On October 24, 1984-at-about 3:00 p.m. the licensee notified the-resident-4

'

---

~

inspectors and the NRC. headquarters via the ENS that.thet#21 battery had=,

- been declared inoperable because one cell was'less than the voltage re-
quired by Technical Specification 4.8.2.3.2.b.12(TS)-(2.1. volts). Actual;

voltage on the degraded cell was 2.06| volts. Bus voltage was within the
p = required limits. However, since the battery was, by ~ definition, "inoper-

'

-

+

.ble'.' this could have prevenied the #12 emergency diesel (EDG),' the' swing
- EDG, from closing on the #14 (Unit 1) vital ~ bus (loss'of bus' and breaker

control power) and resulted in a loss of field flashing power to the #21
L .EDG. This together with the fact that the #11 (Unit 1) dedicated EDG was, >

'# tagged oat of service and could not have-supplied tne #11 bus could have
'

.
- prevented all Unit 1 ECCS componeifts fror utamatically receiving emer- ,

P gency electrical power. The licensee c'' :ted the installed "soare"4

' - battery within the two hours alldwed M t' T5 action statement and de-
clared the battery operable. The . e nad spare battery cells onsite '

,

-

5

e
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and/ replaced the degraded cell..within a week of the event. !An initial
-determination has been made by the: licensee.that the. battery would have..
-fulfilled-its: intended function-in the degraded capacity.

~

-No violations were' identified.

|6. Observations-of Physical Security

Check's were-made to' determine whether security conditions met regulatory re-
'

- 'quirements,rthe physical security plan,'and approved procedures.. Those checks
included security staffing,-: protected and vitalcarea~ barriers,: vehicle

. searches, iand personne11 identification,. access control, badging,'and com .
pensatory-measures when' required.

-No violations;were identified.
'

7. Review of- Licensee Event Reports (LER's)
~

LER's submitted to NRC:RI' were reviewed to verify that the details 'were
-: clearly. reported, . including accuracy of the description of- cause;and adequacy
of corrective action. The inspector determined whether further information-

.

was required from the licensee,' whether generic implications were indicated,
and whether.the event warranted onsite followup. The-following LER's were

1 reviewed.

.LER'No. Event Date Report Date Subject

Unit 1

, - - 84-09 08/28/84. 09/27/84 Manual. Reactor Trip.Due to Fish
~

Impingement
4-

' 84-10 08/29/84 09/27/84- . Missed Surveillance Test on.
Plants 125 VDC Batteries.

84-11 08/30/84 09/27/841 Diesel Generators Administra-
tively of Service.nm

84-12. 09/23/84 10/02/84 Waste Gas Decay Tank Release with-
Main Vent Particulate Monitor

- Out-of-Service

84-13 10/02/84. 10/26/84 Loss of Circulating Water Caused
a Nettle Impingement

~

_ -No. inadequacies were identified.'

I
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8. Plant Maint' nancee

The inspector observed and reviewed maintenance and problem investigation
activities to verify compliance with regulations, administrative and main-
:tenance procedures, codes and standards, proper QA/QC involvement, safety-tag-
use, equipment alignment,. Jumper-use, personnel qualifications, radiological-
controls for worker prote'ction,' fire protection, retest requirements, and
reportability per' Technical Specifications. The following activities were
included.

- 'MR 84-6982, Repair of Leaking Diesel Fuel Oil line for No.11: Diesel
. observed on October 24, 1984.

MR 84-5953, 21 Main Steam Header Snubber Support Repair observed on--

October 30, 1984.

MR 84-348AA and PM 1-24-M-SA-5, Flush No.11 Diesel Generator Governor--

and Check Fuel Pump Settings.

-- . Inspection'and cleaning of No. 22 Component Cooling Heat Exchanger and
No. 22 ECCS Pump Room Air Cooler.

MR 84-6109, Low 011 Pressure on No. 21 Emergency Diesel Generator.--

Regarding MR 84-6109 on the icw oil pressure of-the EDG, the licensee's ac-
tions were as follows: On September 28, 1984, the No. 21 diesel generator
lube oil-pressure became sufficiently low that warranted investigation. Dis-
assembly of the crankcase revealed that the lube oil inlet flange had separ-
ated and dropped down, effectively causing a bypassing of the vital parts

- - requiring lubrication. The flange was missing (8)-bolts, which were later =
found in the sump. The bolts were replaced, tac welded and lock-wired as per-
the vendor's recomendation. Disassembly of the other two diesels revealed
similarly loose bolts of a different design (aircraft style bolts). Further,-
it was-determined that dur'ng the previous outage an inspection was performed
with the vendor's representative, incompassing the same flange. -The vendor's
representative indicated that the flange (without the bolts) was a compression

' fit and did not require bolts. The vendor's manual is not clear if bolts or
what type of bolts are required. The diesels are Fairbanks-Morse model
38TD8-8, type 0.P., 4500HP.

.

This information was sent to NRC Region I and subsequently forwarded to NRC
Headquarters for evaluation and consideration as a potentially generic issued.
-The licensee has subsequently lock wired all bolts associated with these
flanges, and demonstrated all Emergency Diesel Generators operable.

The inspector identified no inadequacies regarding the licensee's actions.

L-
_ __. _ _ - _ _ . _ ___
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9. Surveillance Testing-

- 3The inspector. observed parts of tests to assess performanc'e in:acccrdance with
.' . approved proc'edures and-LCO's,' test results-(if completed), remova1|and re--t

.storation of.: equipment, and deficiency. review and resolution. .The following
J tests-were reviewed:

STP-087-2,-Borated Water Source Operability VerificationLe~ -' ~"

:

' STP-0-5-1, Aux 111ary Feedwater System Test--A -;

'STP-0-9-2,'AFAS Monthly Logic Test.:--
,

. .--' STP-0-59-1, Refueling Machine Load Test-'

,

STP-0-65, (Partial) Quarterly Valve Stroke Test-~
.

'^ ' -- STP-M-171-1 and 2,- Personnel Air Lock Seal Test

f: .STP-M-350-2~' Station Battery Quarterly Check.--
,

,.

V No inadequacies'were identified.

110. Generic Letter-83-28
..

Following the Salem ATWS event and' prior to the issuance of Generic.Lett'er
> - 83-28tlicensee practices in. post trip-reviews were examined by the NRC, and
: the-inspector had pointed out areas for improvement. The licensee.took action

to' improve their existing review procedure '(for details see Inspection- Report
~

*317/83-07, 318/83-07, Section 10; and 317/84-01,.318/84-01,~. Section 2). '

.During this period, the inspector. reviewed the licensee's response letters,1'

dated November 5, 1983'and February 29,~1984, to Generic Letter 83-28 ("Re-
'

quired - Actions Based on Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Events") to verify-e
the currentipost trip review procedures meet the criteria of'83-28 and verify-
that independent testing'of diverse trip features is being' performed.

* The licensee's November 5, 1983 response. described how each of the Generic
Letter 83-28 criteria for post. trip review were incorporated into their pro-
gram and_ procedure. The inspector reviewed the licensee's procedure'" Post'
: Trip-Review Requirements" (Calvert Cliffs-Instruction CCI 111B dated-December.s

, .1,_1983). No deficiencies were identified.

:. The-inspector reviewed additional procedures to.ver'ify that both the reactor
t - trip. breaker undervoltage and shunt trip features are periodically tested.-

v -Independent-timed tests are conducted annually (Preventative Maintenance Sys-,

r item procedures ~1-56-E-A-1, Revision 0; 1-58-E-A-2, Revision 0; and FTE 57,
~

Revision 2) of both the undervoltage and shunt trip features for-each breaker.'

The maximum acceptable response time was listed'as 200 msec. for both fea-
~

tures. Satisfactory tests were last completed on Unit 1 on June 26 and Octo-
,

..,.,._,_,___._m...,,,....-......~.,__..._.~..... .. _ . . . . . - . . , . . _ - . . _ . .
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$dr/10,Ljl984,Landon; Unit'2ontShptember.29,{1984.:Timedtestsoftheunder' !!

" " ~

* .

f voltage. (UV): feature for ~each breaker are conducted monthly-'underiSurveillance'-
: Test Procedure (STP) M-200, Revision 2. (No maximum. acceptable response:timei -'

~ is ' listed 'in:the STP.but? instructions 'are included:to notify;thefshift : super-1
dvisor and surveillance Ltesticoordinator'if response, time Lexceeds 200. msec.,

~

CIn practice UVi response'timesJare on the ordercof.50 msec. Land corrective
.

"
z

Laction.isLtaken:if response times exceed 100 msect
,

, , -

: LA11IofstheshuntiandUV:timedLtestsdescribedaboveare"out-of-cubicle"
'

-

tests. : Following their response toLI&E Bu11etin 83-04, " Fail _uk of UV-Trip:t
,

" . ' Function 1of the Reactor Trip Breakers", the-licensee initiated a design-change:
,

:requ.est to provideithe capability for safely conducting._"in-cubicle"itime;,p'' .

~ , . itesting. :(In-cubicle testing can be ~done but-personnel safety' hazards ex-
g' :ists.) Later a decision ~was made to stop work on this design change and con-

. duct only out-of-cubicle tests. . The:11cens'ee: felt that sufficient in-cubicle
-test: data was being' developed by other owners and that'the-out-of-cubicle- 3

- stests'they are doing will' adequately show adverse trends. 4
.

;. .

The inspector recommended the licensee pursue whatever evaluations or design.
'

changes that are n'ecessary to. permit in-cubicle testing. In-cubicle. testing'

+ ^ : would more accurately _ reflect' actual trip times. (Out-of-cubicle ~ tests re-
; , quire a breaker cycling befor~e time testing. Exercising of the-breaker has'

~

-previously appeared to-affect subsequent; response times.).' Additionally,ithe-

,

inspectors recommended considerationfof a reduction in'the maximum allowable
- - response time tola;value"more in line with that used by other CE designed -

~ ,

. plants -(100 msec.).- Licensee action on these recommendations will be followed
by the.NRC (317/84-25-04).

'

11. -Radiological Controls

w . ..
'~

. Radiological controls were observed on- a routine bases during the reporting -U

period. - Standard industry radiological work ' practices, conformance to radio-
-logical control procedures and 10'CFR Part 20. requirements were observed.

,

tIndependent surveys of radiological boundaries'and random ~ surveys of non-
radiological points throughout the facility were taken by the inspector.

n On September 27, 1984 the inspector reviewed approximately twenty personnel
exposure records at random in order to ascertain whether personnel exposures

^ were being recorded, maintained,'and controlled. The review determined that
with the exception of one record all records reviewed were well kept, exposure

- ' dose was maintained within regulatory limits, and updated quarterly on hard
copy records and weekly into the computer.

47' One record stood out because a note attached ~to it indicated that the-indi-
' vudal had received 15 rem. Further_ investigation revealed that the-indivi-
: ,

duals's lifetime dose was being calculated based'on the permissible q'uarterly
: exposure of 1.250 rem per quarter pursuant to 10 CFR 20.102(c)(1).
'

.

.

.

f.v

b

c
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.f RevikwofjthsapplicablerecordsLindicatedthatanNRCForm4hadbeencom--
. -

'

, ,

F' '' epleted'on April' 13,1.982. -The form was marked,-indicating no previous expo-1

, . sure,:thennlined out and the_U.'S.-Army.was inserted indicating previous ex --

- _

sposureLwas received with the Army;between June-1978Tand June'1981'..'All. dose .!
estimated'were obliterated. |There was no indication of when "U.S. Army" Was- '

, ,

inserted or where;"none"_was-deleted; A review of microfilmed records re--
~

:
-

'vealed.that a request forfprevious radiation exposure was sent to the U.S.
, ; Navy and to the'U. S. Army on' April. 13,:1982. . Records reflect that personal'

. exposure was limited to less'than 1.250. rem as required,at that time.~ _A reply'
from the U..S.! Navy Wasqreceived on April 28, 1982 indicating no record'of;

.. exposure was' maintained. No~ reply was~ received from the.U. S. Army.
,

: Subsequently, during.the'last quarter of 1983 (October-December)_and the4

secondLquarter of 1984 (April-June) the' individual was~ permitted to receive
#

- greater than the.10 CFR 20.101 limit. imposed on individuals without'a' complete
~

record of radiation history. Actual dose received was 1.672 rem during Octo-
. _ (ber through December of 1983 and 1.658 rem during April through June -of 1984.~

'During.a dosimetry department internal audit of records on June 19, 1984 the ,

: licensee' identified that the radiation history of this individual was not
' Tcompleted, in-that a reply from the U. S. Army hao not-been received. The

individual was-then again placed on an administrative limit of 900 mrem. 'At
'this time."the. licensee performed a calculation pursuant to 10 CFR 20.102|
'(c)(1) as previously _ stated. The inspector independently performed thefsame

,

calculations and determinedithat the individual had not. exceeded his permis- -

sible=whole body do_se while at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power. Plant. Tnis was
based upon'the following:

-

: .

' Age of individual upon employment (in 1982). . . . . . 24 years---

x.

Period:of possible exposure during previous employment.. .(6/78-6/81)/12---

calendar quarters
,

Assumed exposure in calendar quarters 1.250 rem / quarter--
. . . ......

.

-Based'on the above, 15 rem is a.ssumed to have been the individual's previous
expsoure while in the U. S. Army and his lifetime permissible accumulated dose
as of his employment date of April 1982.was 30 rem. The unused portion of
15 rem has not been exceeded to date; and quarterly or yearly limits have not

^

.been exceeded according to dosimetry records.
, -

__

This information was discussed with NRC Recion 1 radiation specialist. It
was' determined that no overexposure occurred, that this was an isolated case
and administrative in nature. It was identified by the licensee's audit pro-
gramland corrective action was taken. The licensee has again requested a-

;
'

P' Report of Previous Radiation Exposure" from the U. S. Army, from an address
p idifferent from - the address originally provided. The licensee's actions re-

-garding the-above appears appropriate. The inspector had no further ques-
-tions.,

f

1.,' i

i

4
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' - 12'. Review of Periodic and Special Reports

Periodic and special reports submitted to the NRC pursuant to_ Technical _Speci-
-fication 6.9.1 and 6.9.2 were reviewed. -The review ascertained:' Inclusion
of information required by the NRC; test results and/or supporting informa-

' tion; consistency with design predictions and performance specifications;
adequacy of planned corrective action for resolution of problems; determina-
tion whether any information13hould be classified as an abnormal occurrence,
and validity'cf reported information.
reviewed:

~

The following periodic reports were-
'

-- September, 1984.0peration Status Reports for Calvert Cliffs No. 1 Unit.
and Calvert Cliffs No. 2 Unit, dated October 15, 1984.

0ctober, 1984 Repe-t of Cycle 6 Startup Testing for Unit 2.--

:13. linresolved Items

-Unresolved. items require more information to determine their acceptability
-and are discussed in Detail 3.d and 5."

14. Exit Interview

Meetings were periodically lield with senior facility management to discuss
the' inspection scope and findings. A summary of findings was presented to
the licensee at the end of the inspection.


